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Loved By

The Media Loves Us, Too...
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You must take steps

Too many social networks, not enough time
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Leverage our experience over the last 5 years across 2,000 campaigns to
know what combination of ad units and targeting are right for you.

Ads, Apps, Analytics
Ads drive traffic. Together with our applications, they are designed to work seamlessly together in driving fans,
engagement, leads, or conversions of any type.

Ads
Drive Traffic

>

>

Apps
Engaged Users

Analytics
Optimize Goals

“Blitz created a custom social dashboard for Nickelodeon. The
dashboard analyzes and reports in real time our social reach across the
hundreds of accounts and pages. It is a great enterprise-level solution
for businesses with a large and diverse social presence.”
  — Julie Sun, MTV Networks

“The Blitz team exceeded our expectations wildly and assisted us in
igniting our fan growth to the extent that it is now making a material
impact on business.”
  — Eric Ludwig, Vice President, Rosetta Stone
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Facebook Ad Management Pricing
20% of Spend

$1k monthly fee

•

Ad Management

•

Dashboard

•

Monthly Reports

DEPENDENCIES
•

Access to Facebook page and ads account

•

Targeting

•

Business must post content regularly

NOTE: All pricing valid through April 30, 2013

“In today’s struggling economy, I was not sure if internet advertising would be
effective for me, but Blitzlocal has been a real help in introducing my store to a
younger audience with more disposable income. Their team concept meant every
part of my campaign was handled by a specialist with attention to detail. Each
specialist gave me instructions and direction to take me to the next level.”
  — Christine Metzger, Owner at UpScale Plus & UpScale Princess Consignment
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Ensure Your Messages Get Into the News Feed
Amplify your organic content and positive fan behavior via Sponsored Stories.

Sponsored Story - Page Likes

Your message
amplified
Friends who’ve
liked your Page
are displayed.

Sponsored Story - Page Posts

Your message
amplified
Your latest Page
post is displayed as
a Sponsored Story.

Your message
amplified
The Page can
be liked right
from the ad.
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Pay to get your posts more visibility in
the news feed with Promoted Posts
Spend $7 to promote your personal status to friends.
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We can target contextually

“Blitz is a true thought leader in Facebook marketing and metrics.

They are
also an excellent partner who is always willing to go the extra mile. If they
don’t know the answer, they soon will and most times before you even know
to ask the question.”
— Michele Warther, Director of Community, Webtrends
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Show Your Ads In Mobile
We can target by their type of device, too.

“One of my mentors in Facebook advertising is Dennis Yu. Dennis recently guest
blogged for SocialMedia.biz about his micro-targeting strategy, showing us how
to target down to the individual. And, all of this, for less than $5 a day. Dennis,
if you keep on giving away our secrets, no one will hire us. But, that’s the beauty
of this man, who just wants to share his knowledge with all of us willing to learn
from him. And, he still has plenty of tricks to teach us. I just hope he continues to
share.”
— Richard Krueger, Author, Facebook Marketing for Dummies
and Facebook Advertising for Dummies
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Social Ads That Engage and Convert
We configure the right mix of Sponsored Story ad units against your chosen goals.

Goal				
Grow Audience

Story Type

Story Content

Page Like

Your page was liked either on
Facebook directly or on a Like
Box on a separate site.

Page Post Story
Publishes the latest Page post
as a Sponsored Story.

Drive Engagement

Page Post Like
Displays the user’s friends who
have already liked your page.

Drive Engagement

App Uses /
Game Played
In the last month your App or
game was used by someone at
least twice or for 10 minutes.

Drive App Usage

Check-In
In the last week someone used
Facebook Places to check in
and/or claimed a deal at one
of your claimed Places.

Enhance Local Traffic

“Dennis Yu is a Facebook Marketing genius.”
  — Brent D. Payne, Former SEO Director, Chicago Tribune
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Rigorous Social Optimization Process
We micro-target the right audience with your existing creatives, resulting in high quality fans at the highest
efficiency. Our analytics will pinpoint who your best fans are, what they like, and how we can capture more of
them. We have been doing social ads since June 2007, on the day the platform first opened.

“We’ve been using Blitz to strategically grow our fan base. What we
like most is their micro-targeting approach to drive the right fans and
engagement, especially via Sponsored Stories to amplify our content. Our
click-through rates are as high as half a percent and our page engagement
levels are significantly higher than our competitors.”
  — Tyler Durham, Digital Marketing Specialist, Texas Roadhouse
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We employ a scientific optimization process to guarantee results.
What you will see:
•

Weekly or monthly meetings to cover learnings and project status.

•

Amplification of content you are already producing and apps you’ve invested in — leverage your
other marketing assets for consistent voice and cost savings.

•

Hundreds of ads — combinations of interest targeting, ad copy, and thumbnail images.

•

Metrics
Metrics
Metrics

Your goals.

Metrics
Metrics
Metrics
Analysis
Real-time dashboard to help you optimize your
ad
and organic campaigns — Analysis
toAnalysis
know
what content is
working best and who your top fans are.
The “so what” of what the
numbers say.

Your goals.

Your goals.

Metrics
Metrics
Metrics

Your goals.

Action
Action
Action

Analysis
Analysis
Analysis

Reach barbecue fanatics that live near
our retail locations.

The “so what” of what the
what”say.
of Analysis
what
the
numbers
Metrics
Metrics
MetricsThe “so
Analysis
Analysis
numbers say.

Analysis
Analysis
Analysis

The “so what” of what the
numbers say.
Females 34-45 are planning the
meals for your casual dining
Action
Action
Action
restaurant. They are responding
better to posts in the afternoon
that have photos.

Changing post content,
optimizing landing pages,
or tweaking creatives.

Females 34-45 are planning the
meals for your casual dining
restaurant. They are responding
better to posts in the afternoon
that have photos.

Changing post content,
optimizing landing
pages,
Action
Action
Action
or tweaking creatives.

Females 34-45 are planning the
Action
Action
Action
Females
35-45
planning
the meals
meals
for
yourare
casual
dining
for your casual
restaurant.
They
“so what”
of what the
Your goals.
restaurant.
Theydining
areThe
responding
are responding
to posts
in the say.
numbers
better
to posts inbetter
the afternoon
afternoon that have photos.
that have photos.

Females 34-45 are planning the

Changing post content,
optimizing landing pages,
or tweaking creatives.

for your casual dining
Changing post meals
content,
restaurant.
They are responding
optimizing landing pages,
better to posts in the afternoon
or tweaking creatives.
that have photos.
The solution, based on data.

Change post content, optimizing landing
pages, or tweaking creatives.

“One of the things we are trying to do is transform the

marketing machine we have. Blitz is helping us do that.”
     — Eric Ludwig,
Vice-President, Rosetta Stone
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Ad Interest Targeting
We laser target ads down to specific interest targets (including geographic locations). Quality beats quantity.
Facebook rewards our high relevancy by discounting the price we pay for traffic.
We know that relevancy leads to high CTR, leading to a lower CPC, which leads, in turn, to a lower cost per
fan and lower cost per conversion. Throughout the campaign we will test thousands of interest targets will be
tested, built upon, and optimized for effectiveness.

Interest Targeting

Count

Internet

2,718,000

Computer

1,959,060

Technology

1,178,760

Laptop

Literal Targeting:
What are the direct interests
related to your brand?

906,720

Competitor Targeting
Google
Yahoo!

Count
2,861,280
2,198,180

AOL

453,980

Skype

206,440

Lateral Targeting

Count

Blog

2,081,280

Online Chat

1,269,080

Newspaper

491,640

Instant Messaging

39,180

Competitive Targeting:
Who are your competitors?

Lateral Targeting:
Who are these people? What kind
of things are they interested in?

“I love what you’re up to — keep up the great work!”
     — Mari Smith, Social media celebrity

“You guys are awesome. I was a fan of what Dennis was doing before, even
bigger fan now. Thank you.”
     — Kamal Ravikant, Chief Email Officer,
    Revnetics and author of “Love Yourself Like Your Life Depends On It”
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Facebook’s New 20% Text in Image Rule
Facebook has been retroactively disapproving ads — items that were approved a year ago, due to their new
“20% rule”. Just announced, Facebook is now limiting the amount of text in images used in advertising (and
in cover photos) to 20%. If you place an ad that includes an image with more than 20% of it covered in text,
it will be rejected. Below is an example.
*Note: Memes can also be subject to the 20% rule. This rule does not apply to marketplace ads, however.
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Conversion Specs
Conversion specs allow advertisers using Optimized CPM to optimize ad delivery for specific actions and also
include those actions in conversion reports.
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3 Part Amplification Tied to Your Goals
How much should you spend? Depends on your goals.
We take a 3 layered approach: to grow your audience, engage them, and convert them.
Your Facebook ad budget be 15-20% of your total digital budget and mirror the campaign structures of other
marketing channels.
Summer
Promotion
Summer
Promotion
Fall Contest
Fall Contest

Ad Spend

Ad Spend
January
October
November
December
JanuaryFebruary
FebruaryMarch
MarchApril AprilMay MayJune JuneJuly JulyAugust
AugustSeptember
September
October
November
December

Growth
FanFan
Growth

Engagement
FanFan
Engagement

Campaigns
Campaigns

In spurts
always
Always
on and
visually
represents
about
20%
Campaigns
drive
conversions
or sales.
In spurts
but but
still still
always
on. on.
TheThe
fan fan Always
on and
visually
represents
about
20%
of of Campaigns
drive
conversions
or sales.
growth
phase
is
about
50%
when
on
the
budget
or
growing
slightly.
Fan
engagement
growth phase is about 50% when on
the budget or growing slightly. Fan engagement
down to 7% when in lulls.
budgets are directly proportionate to how many
andand
down
to 7% when in lulls.
budgets
are directly proportionate to how many
fans we have to nurture.
fans we have to nurture.

MONTHLY BUDGET
Fan Acquisition Cost is number of fans x cost per fan
Fan Nurturing (engagement) is fan base x 0.5 cents per fan per month
Conversion Cost: target CPA x number of conversions required

									

TOTAL:

“You guys rock!”
— Neil Glassman, CMO, cmp.ly
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His c

resulted
in not only
a high cost per click,
and h
from $21 a fan to
$1.40
a fan:
but a high cost per fan. Rosetta was
That
What Rosetta Stone Learned
inover
Facebook
Advertising
paying
$20 per fan, as only
10new l

Case Study #1

15% of clicks resulted in an action. An
action in this case is becoming a fan,
OBSERVATION #1
but could also be other in-ad actions
CPM bidding doesn’t
anymore if you
conversions.
Paying
such work
as RSVP’ing
towant
an event,
voting
in
per impression is great if you want branding, but if you want clicks,
a poll,
watching
a video.
yousuccess
send
bid CPC. Rosetta
Stoneor
had
been bidding
CPM with Ifminor
a few months ago,
until to
theyour
ad algorithm
to a
favor
placements
traffic
site orbegan
have
destination
that had a higher CTR if you mentioned your goal was clicks. While
URL other than from the drop-down of
this rewarded CPC bidders, it penalized CPM bidders by shifting their
“I (game
want traffic).
to advertise something I have on
inventory to apps
OBSERVATION
#4
Facebook,” the in-line liking disappears.

comp

The a
yellow
Thus,
maint
conve

I had the pleasure of sitting down
Optimizing from $21 a fan
toLudwig
$1.40
a fan:
with Eric
of Rosetta
Stone
yesterday. He runs social media,
What Rosetta Stone Learned
in
Facebook
Advertising
SEO, and PPC for Rosetta Stone,

Vice-President, Eric Ludwig

VATION #3

the leading provider of language
learning software. He has been
shares
his tips:
gracious enough to share what his
company has learned in Facebook
advertising. In full disclosure,
Webtrends does work with Rosetta
Stone on social media. Here are
Eric’s tips:

Observation
#1
wall posts. Posts
that are
Ask questions. Don’t just make
By enabling
in-line
likes and bysince
switching
Use
in-line
likes.
ragraphs get cut off and
statements.
You want
interactions,
to CPC bids, Eric was able to cut the
By enabling
in-line likes and by switching to CPC bids, Eric
. Facebook users
have short
when your fans hit like or comment, that
cost per fan from over $20 to under
able toorcut the cost per fan from over $20 to under $1.50
pans. Say it inwas
10 words
sends signals
news feeds of their
$1.50 into
per fan.
per
fan.
His
cost
per
click
fell
to
under
a
dollar
and
his
fan
can. By referencing
a video
friends.
Eric saw the statements
on the
VATION
#3
OBSERVATION
#4
rate was 60%. That sample tweak didn’t require new
Facebook letsconversion
you choose
wall would sometimes get interaction
landing
pages,
wall posts.
Posts
that
are programming, or complex campaign changes.
Ask
Don’twhile
just make
which
reinforces
the
post
ratesquestions.
less than .1%,
“interesting,”
ragraphs
get cut off and
statements.
You
want
interactions,
since
851 SW 6th Ave, 10th Floor, Portland, OR 97204
| 1.817.913.0780
| Fax:asked
1.866.883.0729
| www.Blitzlocal.com
ses
your engagement
rate.
short
posts that
questions
would
.one
Facebook
users
have
short
when
your
fans
hit
like
or
comment,
that
performed message
consistently get 2-3%.
Observation
#2
pans.
Say
it
in
10
words
or
sends
signals
into
news
feeds
of
their
he wall and saw Post
Write short wall posts.
can.fall
Bytoreferencing
video
friends. Eric saw the statements on the
ore*
lowRosetta
single adigits
Stone performed message testing on the wall and saw
Facebook
lets
you
choose
wall would sometimes get interaction
wall had lengthy
product
Post
Quality Score* fall to low single digits when the wall had
which reinforces
theshort,
post
rates less than .1%, while “interesting,”
ments.
When lengthy
it was
product announcements. When it was short, lightOBSERVATION
#6
OBSERVATION
#5
ses
your
engagement
rate.
short posts that asked questions would
d, and not over
promotional,
hearted,
and not over promotional, the Post Quality Score
one
performed
message
consistently
2-3%.
uality
Score
would
almost
se the
contacts
Importer
for pages.
Run your acquisition, retention, and organic campaigns
at theget
same
time. If you run
would
almost
reach 10.
he
wall
and
saw
Post
eems that this feature was recently
acquisition campaigns all by themselves, the fans you acquire will be lost, along with
851 SW 6th Ave, 10th Floor,
ore*
fall though
to low single
digits
sabled,
we don’t
know why. If
the investment you have made there. Therefore, run some campaigns with messages
acebook
bringsObservation
it back
for pages #3
(and
targeting existing fans, such that these are more like messages that happen to be
wall
had lengthy
product
e recommend
ititdoes),
it
allows
you
to
via paid channels than outright advertising. Rosetta Stone runs a different set
ments.
When Ask
was
short,
questions. Don’t justdelivered
make statements.
pload
your
house
email
list
and
invite
of
ads
to
existing
fans – acquisition campaigns are to create initial connections with
notonover
promotional,
sd,
notand
based
aEric
1 to
10 scale.
It’s
saw
the statements
on the wall would sometimes
get
ese folks engagement
to be friendsrate
with
your
brand.
folks who want to learn a language. Fan-only campaigns bring users in deeper to try an
ercentage
of
your
uality Score would
almostrates less than .1%, while “interesting,” short posts
interaction

lling
7 day expect
period. 5-10%
You should
ou
should
of your list
interactive demo.
questions would consistently get 2-3%.
0
or more.
Whenthat
youifasked
are
advertising
onvert
to fans.
So
your
house list
contest, the score can be artificially
as a million members, that could be
Note: Try to have 2% engagement on each
mes over 100. Also, when your
00,000
fans it’s
for easy
you.forIf the
a fan
is worth
post. If you have less, you are doing something
and
growing,
score
Observation
#4
2.50
you, you
have
justbase
created
a
wrong. Don’t spam your users. The frequency
ou aretomeasuring
off
a small
of posting is based on user expectations. If you
s is
not
based
ondollars
aRun
1 to 10
scale.
It’s
euarter
likely
highly
loyal.
million
of
value
for
zero
your acquisition, retention, and
are an entertainment site, then 5 posts per day
ercentage
engagement
rate
of
your
ost at the pressorganic
of a button.
campaigns at the same time.
with breaking news is fine. If you are a software
lling 7 day period. You should
Stone runs a different set of ads to existing fans –
company, then 5 posts per week might be too
0 or more. WhenRosetta
you are advertising
AWARENESS
much.
contest,
the
score
can
be
artificially
acquisition campaigns are to create initial connections with folks
nger shown.
Note: Try to have 2% engagement on each
mes over 100. Also, when your
who want to learn a language. Fan-only campaigns bring users
post. If you have less, you are doing something
and growing, it’s easy for the score
inoffdeeper
to
try an interactive
demo.
ou are
a small base
Note: This is a multi-stage engagement. For a product wrong. Don’t spam your users. The frequency
ote:
we measuring
speculate that
Facebook
would prefer
is based on user expectations. If you
eatisbrands
likely highly
loyal. them as opposed to
that97204
is a few| hundred
dollars, people
must1.866.883.0729
take time to of posting
INTEREST
851advertise
SW 6thwith
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| Fax:
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t free fans. Facebook is also highly protective
consider, as opposed to click on the first banner they seeare an entertainment site, then 5 posts per day
the user experience, so it may also be that
and check out immediately. Social media is at the top of with breaking news is fine. If you are a software
ch tools were being
exploited by spammers.
Observation
#5
the funnel, so you are aligning your messaging with the company, then 5 posts per week might be too
nly a small number of fan pages had access to
nger shown.
levels of engagement along the way to eventual purchase.much.

s tool – so it couldBranding
be a beta test.is

851 SW

great, but revenue is better.
A hidden bonus – when you combine fan-only messaging
Rosetta Stone has a methodwith
of assigning
a real
great wall posting,
yourdollar
ability tofigure
get into the news feed
per Facebook fan based on increases.
conversion
rates,
It’s simply
thecross-channel
math of percentage of users who
are engaging with you, which
determines
your rank to be
marketing
and attribution
Their
analytics
6th
Ave, 10thoverlap,
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OR 97204techniques.
| 1.817.913.0780
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considered in the news feed. Facebook has confirmed this
team slices by last click, firsttoclick,
and other methods to
be true.
determine where to spend money profitably.
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Getting Facebook Fans for Cents :
What Gordmans Learned in Facebook Adve

Case Study #2

Overview

Getting Facebook Fans for Cents:
What Gordmans Learned in Facebook Advertising

Founded in 1915, Gordmans, the apparel and home fashions
retailer, operates 70 stores in 16 states. When this large
retail chain went looking for a partner to help them build
out their Facebook strategy to increase fan acquisition and
engagement as well as drive customers to their brick and
mortar stores, they looked to Webtrends. Veronica Stecker,
the Social Media Manager at Gordmans shares what she

Veronica Stecker, Social Media Manager at Gordmans, shares her observations:

“At the beg
Gordmans
Minneapoli
marketing e
Facebook

We created
campaigns
and anothe
these camp
city level. B
narrow, we
as part of t
though, the
garnering m

learned from marketing on Facebook.

Observation #1

Highly Engaged Content Equals Positive Fan Growth.
Gordmans developed fresh and engaging apps rewarding customers
for engaging with them through fans-only promotions. While apps
have about a 10-14 day shelf life before people start to drop off in
interaction, ads have around 3-5 days before you see a dramatic
drop off. Because their wall postings resonated well with the brand,
only 5% of fans have unsubscribed from the page.

Obviously,
these resul
increasing
as the num
The sponso
brands an
means of a
While we e
type to wea
continue to
are inheren

Observation #2

Geo-Targeting Works!
By injecting the city name in the ad image in conjunction with the
geo-targeting, Gordmans ads were more appealing and relevant.
They found that geo-targeted ads with the city name on the ad image
performed better than the ads without it. With geo-targeted ads that
offered fans the opportunity to check in and claim deals, Gordmans
was able to drive customers to their brick and mortar stores.

“As a client of Blitz, I am pleased
to say that they over deliver at
every opportunity. Their creativity
- Veronica
in app design and execution
of ad optimization has proven
beneficial
us.
We also
851 SWvery
6th Ave, 10th
Floor, Portland, ORto
97204
| 1.817.913.0780
| Fax: 1.866.883.0729 | www.Blitzlocal.com
appreciated their ability to manage
Observation #3
concurrent projects as well as
More Earned Media At A Cheaper Rate!
Earned media represents impressions generated for free, from efforts
provide result-focused recaps for
outside of the traditional ad spend, which includes viral and word-ofour
C-level
Observation
#2 executives. I would
mouth publicity such as “likes” and shares. This type of exposure is
Highly Engaged Content Equals Positive Fan Growth
highly recommend Blitz to any
generally much higher quality, since it leverages the trust of friends.
The creative refresh demand of social requires you to be able to iterate much quicker,
refresh yourlooking
content and creative
quicker than
what we brand
have seen with the other types
entity
to much
further
their
With over 38 million impressions over a period of 79 days, at $5
of online marketing. Just standing out on a page is not enough; so Gordmans knew they
needed to rotate ads to keep
them fresh. Facebook
Ads Media.”
are typically served to the same
recognition
through
Social
CPM, we get $190,000 earned media value for that time period,
users multiple times, often in the same day, so they quickly tune-out repeat ads.
which represents how much ad spend would have been required to
Gordmans also used Webtrends Apps platform to develop fresh and engaging apps
               —
Veronica D. Stecker
rewarding customers for engaging with them through fans-only promotions. While apps
achieve the same number of impressions via paid media. Extended
have about a 10-14 day shelf life before people start to drop off in interaction, ads have
out over a year’s time, the value is $879,000 per year, or $4.5
around 3-5 days before you see a dramatic drop off. Because their wall postings resonated
well with the brand, only 5% of fans have unsubscribed from the page.
million in perpetuity, assuming we’ve applied a 20% discount rate to
the projection of earned media over time.
CASE STUDY / GORDMANS

3

What’s Next?

Gordmans has had a lot of success in running Google Adwords
campaigns with a focus on letting users redeem coupons. Running
similar campaigns on Facebook will reinforce the Google campaigns,
and with Facebook’s social twist tied into the coupon redemption
strategy, they expect to see excellent results.
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Case Study #3
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Fan Count by 57% in Just 29 Days
Fan Count by 57% in Just 29 Days
Targeted Ads and a Facebook App Drive Mobile Subscriptions
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At a $2.00 CPM*, the QVMS page generated about $98 of earned
media a day prior to Make it Yours, and now generates almost $226
daily. Annualized out, the QVMS page was worth $35,701 in earned
media before this contest, but is now worth $82,540.
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* Average daily stream impressions per fan was 47% higher following
the campaign than prior to launch
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Case Study #4
Blitz took over the Facebook Fan page for Weekly
World News. In 4 days, their fan base was 10 times larger.
Dennis Yu of Blitz explains how they accomplished this:

Rule #1

Ask Users to Like You In The Ad.
We tried capitalizing on the word “LIKE”, writing short versus long copy,
testing dozens of images, and trying out different interest targets.

Rule #2

Send Users to Your Facebook Page.
Don’t send them to your website, which removes the ability to get a
like from the ad. If you send them to your website, the like action now
means they like the ad, not the page.

Rule #3

Create an Incentivized LIKE Page.
Facebook allows you to show one thing to people who are fans and
something else to those who aren’t.

Rule #4

Do NOT Send Users to Your Wall.
The Wall is the last dozen or so random things that you and your fans
have said - it’s just not going to convert.

Rule #5

Rotate Your Ads DAILY.
Do you have that annoying friend in real life who no matter what the
subject of the conversation is, somehow goes back to their favorite
particular topic? If you don’t keep your ads fresh on Facebook, you’re
that very person.

Rule #6

Optimize Primarily to Cost Per Fan (CPF), Not Just CTR or CPC.
Sometimes the ad with the highest CTR also converts the worst.

“We were very impressed with the
work that Blitz did for us in growing
our Weekly World News Facebook
community. In a word it was “impact”.
As soon as they started working with
us we saw an immediate increase
in our community, and within a few
days the exponential growth we
experienced was nothing short of
dramatic.”
— Geof Rochester,
Weekly World News

Rule #7

Separate Into Test and Production Campaigns.
When you multiply ads into a single campaign, it’s easy for a single bad
ad to hog up the entire budget. So when you have a group of ads that
are performing, place them in a separate production campaign with a
high budget, while you test in a low budget campaign.

Rule #8

Send Updates Regularly to Fans.
Most companies just use the wall to communicate, throwing away the
massive power of email. Did you know there’s an option in Facebook
to “Send an Update to Fans?” This sends a real email, so don’t abuse it.
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Your Team

Dennis Yu
Architect
dennis@blitzmetrics.com
Dennis Yu has helped brands
grow and measure their Facebook
presence. He has spoken at
Search Marketing Expo, Search
Engine Strategies, Web 2.0, The
American Marketing Association,
PubCon, Conversational
Commerce Conference, Pacific
Conferences, HostingCon, Affiliate
Summit, Affiliate Convention,
UltraLight Startups, MIVA
Merchant, and other venues. Yu
has also counseled the Federal
Trade Commission on privacy
issues for social networks. Dennis
has held leadership positions at
Yahoo! and American Airlines.
His educational background is
Finance and Economics from
Southern Methodist University and
London School of Economics.

Travis King
Manager of Facebook Marketing
travis.king@blitzmetrics.com

Robert Hilario
Analyst
rob.hilario@blitzmetrics.com
BlitzMetrics.com

Mely Wilcox
Chief Financial Officer
mely@blitzmetrics.com

Matt Prater
Senior Manager of Facebook Marketing
matthew.prater@blitzmetrics.com

Brynn Smith
Creative Director
brynn.smith@blitzmetrics.com

Mely Wilcox earned a JD in
Criminal Law from Benemérita
Universidad Autónoma de
Puebla and became a Criminal
Law Attorney in 1997. In 2004
she earned both US citizenship
and a degree in construction
project management from
the Dunwoody institute in
Minneapolis MN. She worked
as a commercial Construction
Project Manager at KrausAnderson Construction for
several years before helping
co-found BlitzMetrics. She is
the mother of two boys, an avid
runner, and enjoys learning
new languages (her most recent
challenge is Japanese).

Matt Prater spends his
professional life managing
Facebook marketing and
working closely with brands
such as The National Football
League, Nike, MTV, and AT&T.
His area of expertise includes
ad campaign management
and project development. He
graduated from the University
of Colorado, Boulder with
degrees in Economics and
Political Science. Outside
of work, Matt is an avid
tennis player and enjoys rock
climbing, cycling, and travel.

Brynn Smith has a passion for
making complex problems easy
to understand and graphically
pleasing. At Blitz, she works to
maximize the design of their
marketing materials so they reach
farther and stronger. Brynn has a BS
in graphic design and is a collegiate
All-American runner. In her spare
time she spends her days living
an active outdoor lifestyle with her
husband, son and two dogs.

JC Medina
Corporate Development
jc.medina@blitzmetrics.com

Zack Davis
Analyst
zack.davis@blitzmetrics.com
1960 Joslyn Pl. Boulder, CO. 80304

Cody Blair
Facebook Ads Expert
cody.blair@blitzmetrics.com

Ming Chao
Analyst
ming.chao@blitzmetrics.com

Max Darby
Analyst
max.darby@blitzmetrics.com
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Josh Hamby
Analyst
josh@blitzlocal.com
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